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Abstract 
Chilakamarri, K.B. and P. Hamburger, On a class of kernel-perfect and kernel-perfect-critical 
graphs, Discrete Mathematics 118 (1993) 253-257. 
In this note we present a construction of a class of graphs in which each of the graphs is either 
kernel-perfect or kernel-perfect-critical. These graphs originate from the theory of games (Von 
Neumann and Morgenstern). We also find criteria to distinguish kernel-perfect graphs from kernel- 
perfect-critical graphs in this class. We obtain some of the previously known classes of kernel- 
perfect-critical graphs as special cases of the present construction given here. The construction that 
we give enlarges the class of kernel-perfect-critical graphs. 
Let G=(X, W) be a directed graph with no loops and no multiple arcs. For any 
subsetKcX,onedefinesr-(K)={xEX:thereisanarcfromxtoyforsomeyinK}. 
If a vertex x is in r-(K), then we say that x is absorbed by K. Throughout this note 
we consider graphs with no loops and no multiple arcs. 
A kernel in a directed graph G =(X, W) is a subset Kc X of vertices with the 
following properties: 
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(1) K is stable (or independent): r-( K)n K =@, and 
(2) K is dominant (or absorbant): r - (K) u K = X. 
A graph G=( X, W) is called kernel-perfect gruph (KP) if every induced subgraph 
(including G) has a kernel. A graph G is called kernel-perjbct-criticul graph (KPC) if 
G has no kernel, but every proper induced subgraph of G has a kernel. These graphs 
have been studied by Galeana-Sanchez and Neumann-Lara [3] and Duchet and 
Meyniel [4]. For a more complete list of references see [3]. We write (x, y) for an 
asymmetric arc from x to y and [x, y] when both (x, y) and (y, x) are present in the 
graph. We call [x, y] a symmetric arc and indicate the symmetric arcs in the figures by 
arcs with no arrows. 
We present a construction which significantly enlarges the class of KP and KPC 
graphs. We also present a condition which distinguishes the KP graphs from the KPC 
graphs for the graphs obtained from the construction. We prove several corollaries 
showing that some of the previously known classes of KPC graphs (Galeana- 
Sanchez and Neumann-Lara [3]) are special cases of the present construction. 
The following result was proved by Galeana-Sanchez and Neumann-Lara [3], 
Duchet and Meyniel [4] and by Duchet [S]. 
Lemma 1. JfAsym( G) is acyclic, then G is u KP graph, where Asym( G) is the sutxgraph 
spanned by asymmetric arcs in G. 
Now we proceed to construct a class of graphs in which each of the graphs is either 
a KP or a KPC graph. In the theorem that follows the construction, we obtain 
a condition that distinguishes the KP graphs from the KPC graphs. 
Construction. Let n, r and s be integers with r > 1, s > 0 and 2r + 2s + 1 <II. Let c, be 
a directed cycle of length n on vertices (x0,x1, . ,_x,_r ), the directed arcs being 
(%,.~I), (X,,XZ), (%,Xg), . . ..(-q- 2,x,_1),(x,_1,x0). Let the graph G(n,r,s) be con- 
structed from 2, by adding symmetric arcs [-Ui, xj] whenever the indices i and j satisfy 
the following condition: 
k(i-,j)-r+ l,r+2, . . . . r+s (modn). 
If s=O, then no symmetric arcs are added and resulting graph is simply a directed 
cycle. We assume s3 1 in what follows. This completes the construction. 
In Figs. 1 and 2 we have two examples. The Fig. 1 is the graph G(7,2,1) and Fig. 2 is 
thegraphG(7,1,1).Thesetjx,,x,)’ IS a kernel in the Fig. 1. There is no kernel in the 
graph of Fig. 2. 
Remark 2. If the graph G(n, r, s) has a kernel, then it is a KP graph; otherwise it is 
a KPC graph. 
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Fig. 1 
Fig. 2 
Theorem 3. [f r is an odd integer and s 3 r, then G( n, r, s) is a KP graph $ and only ij 
n = t( 1 + r + s) + 2R,for some positive integer t and,for some nonnegative integer R with 
2R < t(r- 1). [f r is even, then the graph G(n, r, s) is a KP graph. 
Proof. Let r be an odd integer. Suppose G( n, r, s) has a kernel, say K. Let X the vertex 
set of G(n, r, s) be partitioned as follows, 
where each Uj is a set of at least two consecutive vertices such that K n Uj = 8 and Uj is 
maximal with this property. Each 6 is a maximal set of consecutive vertices in 
X - UP= 1 Uj Clearly the vertices of K and X-K alternate along K, the first and the 
last vertex of b{ being in K. Obviously p = t. Now it is easy to see thal ] XI <r + I (this 
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follows from the independence of K). But since r is odd and 1 KI is odd by definition, it 
follows that 1 &l <r. Now we claim 1 Uj I = r + s for j = 1,2, . . . , p. First, note that each Uj 
is surrounded by two vi’s, one on each side. Since K is independent, it follows that if 
1 Uj I <r + s, then there exist two vertices of K, one in each of the 5’s neighbors to Uj, 
forming a symmetric arc (from the definition of G(n, r, s) and since s3r). This 
contradicts the independence of K, so 1 Uj 12 r + s. Now if for some i, I Ui I > r + s, then 
there is a vertex z in Ui that is not absorbed by K (see Fig. 3). Indeed since ( f$l <r, z 
cannot be absorbed by K n K and any other element of K is far away to absorb z. This 
completes the proof of the claim. 
It follows that n = t( 1 + r +s)+ I:= 1 r;, where ri = 1 KI - 1 is nonnegative, even, and 
strictly less than r (r is odd) for i= 1,2, . . . , t. Letting 2R = C:= 1 ri we have 
n=t(l+r+s)+2R with 2R<t(r-1). 
Conversely, if n= t( 1 + r + s)+ 2R, for some positive integer t and for some non- 
negative integer R with 2R d t(r - l), then we can express 2R as a sum of t even 
integers rl, r2, . . . , rt each strictly less than r. We decompose c, into t strings of equal 
length r + s, with consecutive strings separated by the strings Xi, X,, . . . , X, of lengths 
ri+l,r,+l,... , rl + 1. This is possible because of the assumed representation of II. We 
now obtain a kernel K by taking the alternating vertices from each of Xis, including 
the end points for i= 1,2, . . . , t. It is easy to see that K is independent, since any two 
Xi’s are separated by a string of length r + s. To see that K is absorbant it is enough to 
note that each K n Xi is a kernel of G [ Xi] the subgraph of G( n, r, s) induced by Xi and 
that r+s vertices between any two consecutive Xi and Xi+ 1 are absorbed by K nXi 
since s>r). This completes the proof of the theorem when r is odd. an~u~p;~i + 1 ( . 
r is even. First, consider the case ~32. Note that the set 
S={ xO,x2>x4> ... > x,} is an independent set. Let S’ = {x0, x1, x2, ,x,}. Consider the 
subset Y of vertices consisting of s’ and a string of r + s vertices to the left of S and r + s 
vertices to the right of S in t,,. Note that Y = S u r - (K) (This is true since s B 2 and 
such a claim is not true for s = 1.) The subgraph G[ Y] has S as its kernel. If Y is all of 
the vertex set of G(n, r, s), then we are finished. If not, the subgraph of G(n,r, s) 
obtained by deleting Y has a kernel K’ by Lemma 1. It is easy to see that K’uS is 
Fig. 3. 
a kernel in G(n,r,s), since there are no arcs between K’ and S by the definition of 
Y (and so together K’ and S absorb the rest of the vertices). This completes the proof 
for the case ~62. If s= 1, then define, 
S={+,, &-,-2,X,-,-4, ... ,x”-2,xo,x2, ... 7%). 
Once again, S is an independent set. Define Y= S u J- -(S) and repeat the above 
argument. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Corollary 4. (Galeana-Sanchez and Neumann-Lara [3]). If r = 1, s3 1, and (s+2) 
does not divide n, then G(n, 1,s) is a KPC graph. 
Proof Since r = 1, by Theorem 3, G(n, 1,s) is a KP graph if and only if 
n =t(s+2). 0 
Corollary 5. If r is odd, s3r and n= 1+2r+ 2s, then G(n,r, s) is a KPC graph. 
Proof. The proof is obvious from Theorem 3. (The Corollary 2.3 of [3] is a special 
case of our Corollary 5, with r = 1.) 0 
Corollary 6. If n is odd, r is odd, s 2 r, and s is even, then G( n, r, s) is a KPC graph. 
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